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ABSTRACT 
 

This research project is a prototype of a mobile application that would be dedicated to the 

Syracuse University faculty members and students and serve as service mobile app providing 

helpdesk support for classroom technology issues. The development of this mobile application 

uses Universal Design Principles focuses on Human-Centered Design theory, and the app build 

upon a user’s needs. The prototype has been created using Adobe XD, the prototypes are made to 

be high fidelity and fully interactive so it can be used for usability test.  

 

This research project paper intends to determine the benefit of using mobile app for helpdesk 

support during the COVID-19 pandemic, and to find out if using helpdesk mobile app could 

enhance IT services and the time needed to response to classroom technology issue. The fully 

interactive prototype can be viewed through the link below: 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/138af8a5-29bd-4571-ac9c-1fc76adff40a-46d9/?fullscreen&hints=off 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The current COVID-19 pandemic has changed education and classrooms resulting in 

schools shut across the world or continuing online only. The shutdown of schools, compounded 

by the associated public health and economic crises, poses major challenges to both students and 

teachers. Most of the world’s education systems were not built, nor fully prepared, to cope with a 

situation like this, where they need to shift online within a short period of time. In my workplace 

at Syracuse University we have created an equal (online and residential) learning environment 

(Hybrid) where students have the choice to attend residential classes or go online from 

anywhere. The IT service in Syracuse University worked hard for couple months to prepare for a 

successful start for Fall 2020 classes. As an IT Support for the school we must make sure every 

classroom has functional Audio and Video Systems to run Online classes via different channels 

of communications (Blackboard, Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, Zoom, Kaltura Video Platforms, 

and others). My aim in the project is to create a mobile app to support IT staff, faculty, and 

students during the class time,  to provide quick support for classroom technology issues, and 

ensure smooth learning experience. 

The main research objectives is to create a mobile solution to enhance the school IT service in 

responding to classrooms technology issues, and to help faculty and students enabling them to 

identify and fix classroom technology issues or by directing them to contact IT service desk in a 

quick and easy way.  In addition, the research also tries to find out if helpdesk mobile app can 

help reduce the time users need to identify IT issues as well as reduce IT response time, which 

will ensure running the class within the designated time frame. Another objective is to provide 

quality IT service for faculty and students and provide different types IT helpdesk support, 
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online resources and services for students (example, School Remote Servers to utilize and use 

Engineering software). 

This research project aims to determine the usability of mobile apps in a classroom environment 

support and to determine whether service mobile apps can be used as a power tool to support IT 

services both for IT Staff and school members (Stakeholders: Faculty, students, and Staff). 

Another question for this research is to find a common work ground and examine the possibility 

of applying this model to any school in the world.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

The Use of Mobile App for IT Services 

The current COVID-19 pandemic has changed education and classrooms resulted in 

schools shut across the world or continue online only. This transformation has significantly 

changed the way classes are held and brought to the surface new challenges for higher education 

faculty, staff, and students. Bao described this transformation to be a massive transformation, 

moving existing face to face courses online within just few days. School's faculty members, 

management and IT staff were all under pressure to makes this shift happens. Online classes 

require accurate lesson plan design, audio and video teaching contents should be created and 

ready at the time of class as well as technology support teams. Most faculty members were 

facing the challenge of lacking online teaching expertise; they also lack the knowledge working 

with audio and video systems in classroom environment. The technology teams in any school has 

been challenged by working on creating a functional online classroom and training faculty 

members on how to use classroom technology equipment.  (Bao, 2020).  

Supporting classroom Audio and Video is a critical element in  both residential and online 

classes. A mobile app for help desk support can reduce the number of classroom troubleshooting 

tickets, guide the end user on how to self-troubleshoot obvious classroom technologies issues, 

and serve as a one-stop shopping for school services and resources. “Service mobile apps, a 

subcategory of self-service technologies, can enhance the customer experience” (Åkesson, 

Edvardsson, & Tronvoll, 2014).  “Service mobile apps therefore are the technological interface 

that consumers use to obtain services without visiting the physical location or speaking with 

employees from the business” (Leon, 2018).  
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Although developing a mobile app for helpdesk support is beneficial for both IT staff and end 

users, the development process is surrounded with too many obstacles, front and back end 

technical issues, and adaptability to the business model. “Until now, helpdesk systems tended to 

be rigid in format, so the business had to apply itself to the software rather than the other way 

round.”(Broadhead, 2005).   

Due to the usability of mobile devices, the helpdesk mobile app proposed to leverage end user 

experience when communicating with IT personnel and improve the IT level of service, it is like 

having an easy to use ticketing system right in the palm of your hand. “A study of smartphone 

users in the UK, U.S., Japan and Brazil conducted for the infrastructure company by Penn 

Schoen Berland revealed that the majority of subscribers try to avoid interacting with operator 

helpdesks, and that a growing number of smartphone owners would prefer to utilize a self-

service application to deal with common network service issues”(Carroll, 2015). 

The app store for both Apple and Android have a good number of service apps that could give an 

idea of other developer’s works presents different types of functions and tasks are included with 

the app as well as revealing their app design and layout. “The ProProfs Help Desk is the top help 

desk ticketing system that comes with an easy to use UI and advanced features that enable you to 

resolve customer questions well in time” (Adams, 2020). Adams presents more than one app and 

summarizes their main features, and by comparing these features we determine that a good 

helpdesk mobile apps should include the following functions (Adams, 2020): 

1. Ticket Management. 

2. Email Management. 
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3. Issue Tracking. 

4. Reporting and Analysis 

5. Multichannel Support 

 

Analogous Mobile Apps 
 

Designing a service app (Help Desk Mobile App) is the mainstay of a development process. 

Before aiming to design, developers study the scope of the app, understand the app purpose and 

research comparable apps to get the flow clear. A survey has been conducted to study the top 

three mobile apps that are available in the apps market. The aim of the survey is to find what 

other developers have done in terms of mobile app design layout, services provided, and overall 

supported functions and communication channels and also to find out what features can be 

utilized in our mobile app design. 

Back in 2010 Apple trademarked the phrase “There’s an app for that” because they realized that 

mobile apps will be widely adapted by users, will bring value and will play significant role in 

business success, however, the Helpdesk support apps market doesn’t seems to have high 

competition, there are a limited number of apps provide helpdesk services, those apps usually 

falls under CRM (Customers Relation Management) category, often time they call it “Service 

Apps” or Ticketing System Apps.  

There isn’t a unified category for Helpdesk support mobile apps. However, upon completing a 

survey for both iOS and Android apps store I found that Engine by HubSpot Inc., Zendesk 
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Support by Zendesk, and Zoho Desk by Zoho Corporation are the top three mobile helpdesk 

support apps. The three apps have a common functionality and services, they are all offer User 

Ticket submission through regular email communication and through Social Media Channels, 

and they also offer Asset Management, knowledge base, self-service portal, and live chat 

support. However, none of these three mobile apps seems to have troubleshooting guides for 

end-users. The three apps mentioned above have been developed to serve any business models so 

they might be restricted to omit some functions and services, however, my proposed app 

developed in-house to meet Syracuse University end-user need in classroom technology support 

and to provide a channel of communication for the school services (Links to remote servers and 

terminal, library website and school calendar and events). 

 

Information Design 
 

Information Design (Also called Information Architecture IA) principles are considered to be a 

vital part of any mobile app development. Information Design refers to the clarity of organizing 

information in a way reader can easily grasp and find the right information. An excellent 

definition for Information Design presented by Wei Ding stated that “Information Architecture is 

about organizing and simplifying information, designing and integrating information 

spaces/systems, and creating ways for people to find and interact with information content. Its 

goal is to help people understand and manage information and make the right decisions 

accordingly”(Wei Ding, 2017). According to Pettersson,  

“Information Design principles includes but not limited to  
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Defining the problem:  Refers to the activates of organizing the work, analyze 

the group of intended receivers, their specific characteristics and their 

requirements, analyze the intended message, collect and review the necessary 

data and facts, define the objectives, select a method for framing the message, 

select suitable medium, and evaluate results from tests on previous version of 

the information set. 

Providing Structure: A clear structure will facilitate perception, 

interpretation, understanding, learning and memory.   

Providing Clarity: Refers to the legibility of a graphical message which is 

determined by the technical design of words, texts, and pictures, that is, their 

clarity. 

Providing Simplicity: Refers to the readability of a graphical message which 

is determined by the content and its presentation. 

Providing Emphasis: Refers to the use of specific elements, the use of clear 

contrast, and the use of variables like complexity, directionality, exaggerated 

features, isolation or motion in favor of providing emphasis.  

Providing Unity: Refers to the unity information sets. To provide unity the 

information designer can use style, and terminology in a consistent way in each 

information material, use layout and typography in a consistent way, and 

finally use accenting techniques in a consistent way” (Pettersson, 2010) 
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Human Centered Design 
 

Human Centered Design or (Design Thinking) is simply an approach to problem solving. An 

interesting and simple definition by Norman is that Human Centered Design is simply “Know 

your user” (Norman, 2005). Norman also stated that Human Centered Design was developed to 

overcome the poor design of software products.  

HCD process starts with the people that we are designing for and ends with a new solution 

tailored to them. Due to the fact that mobile apps, specifically ones used for service like helpdesk 

support touches user need to a great extent, the proposed app needs a Human Centered Design 

approach. The intent is to have the end user interacted, empathized, and stimulated. The goal is 

to obtain user understanding of their needs, desires, and experiences which often transcends that 

which the people themselves realized. “Human centered design is thus distinct from many 

traditional design practices because the natural focus of the questions, insights and activities lies 

with the people for whom the product, system or service is intended, rather than in the designer’s 

personal creative process”(Giacomin, 2014). 
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METHODOLOGY 
 

Project Research 
 

Upon conducting initial research , it quickly became obvious that both iOS and Android 

market have a limited number of mobile apps for helpdesk support. Most of the help desk mobile 

apps have been designed to offer a set of customer service tools used on a mobile device where 

users can employ app functionality based on business need and nature in a flexible way. Creating 

a mobile app to support Classroom technology is slightly different than classic help desk support 

apps due to the nature of the request being limited to classroom technologies issues. I have 

conducted informal conversation with my colleagues in the IT department and it was determined 

that creating a mobile app for classroom technology support will  

 Increase IT support efficiency. 

 Speed up IT service request resolutions. 

 Ensure quality teaching experience (Online and residential). 

 Improve user loyalty to school services and resources. 

 Reduce the number of IT service tickets. 

My colleagues were very helpful discussing the prototypes and helped me with user flow through 

the app, their suggestions were very useful, and they added some improvements here and there to 

make the app works based on user perspectives.  
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Platforms 
 

In any mobile app development process, one of the most critical decisions is to choose which 

operating system you are going to launch on. The apps market is mainly shared between Apple 

Apps Market (iPhone users) and Google Play Store (Android users). According to Statista.com, 

smartphones running the Android operating system hold an 87 percent share of the global market 

in 2019 and this is expected to increase over the forthcoming years. The mobile operating system 

developed by Apple (iOS) has 13 percent share of the global market (Statista 2020).  

In addition to the global market share, there are several key differences between the iOS and 

Android platforms, including coding language/SDK, APIs, design architecture, and 

demographics. Despite the possibility of launching the app on both platforms, doing so would 

require some critical steps in aiding to produce a unique version of the same app that suits each 

platform.   

Based on what has been presented above, in order to develop this mobile app on both iOS 

and Android platform, the developer may use Cross-Platform mobile app development tools. 

This technique allows developers to create the mobile app that are compatible with more than 

one operating system, in our case, iOS and Android. The cross-platform tool provides developers  

the ability to write the code once and then run it anywhere for other platforms, thereby 

developers could release the mobile app safely, and with better quality. 
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Design Guidelines 
 

For the purpose of this project demonstration, the prototypes of the mobile app will be 

created on iOS platform. Despite the fact, there are general design principles and guidelines that 

should be considered in any mobile app development. On top of the list is simplifying the UX 

design by decluttering the interface design while adding simplicity to the design so users are not 

overloaded with a ton of information that may be unnecessary to them or not required at all. 

Decluttering the mobile app design also reduces cognitive load on users; the human brain by 

nature has limited amount of processing power, and when an app provides too much information 

at once, it might overwhelm the user and make them simply abandon the task they are trying to 

accomplish.   

The Human Interface Guidelines by Apple was a good resource of how to get in depth 

information and UI resource for apps design in terms of Visual Design and all it components 

including but not limited to interface layout, grid system, branding, animation, colors, and 

typography. Apple emphasizes three types of themes that differentiate iOS from other platforms 

(Clarity, Deference, and Depth). Clarity throughout the system where text is legible at every size, 

icons are precise and lucid, adornments are subtle and appropriate, and sharpened focus on 

functionality motivates the design. Apple believes that beautiful interface help people understand 

and interact with content while never competing with it. Depth theme have distinct visual layers 

and realistic motion which convey hierarchy, impart vitality, and facilitate understanding. 

For the purpose of our app usage we need to have clarity and simplicity because the app will be 

used in a critical time while running an online class, we need to keep the design simple, clear, 

and meaningful. 
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Syracuse University Mobile Apps 
 

Syracuse University Information Technology Services has developed in-house couple 

mobile apps that serve as informational resources for the school community. These app were 

useful because they provide ideas on how the school implements a unifying design, enforces 

school brand using typography, colors, and logos. I have reviewed three of these apps namely 

(Syracuse Mobile, SU Events, and SU Guides), the three apps have an excellent UI design, they 

all required user to sign up/sign into their profiles yet they still allow to explore the app as guest. 

User profile portal does not show enough information about the user, the main page includes too 

many tools and most of them linked to external resources which makes user mobile experience 

unpleasant due to screen size change, fonts, layout and looks for external websites (See the 

figures below). 
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Figure (1) Screenshots from Syracuse University Mobile App 
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Working on Prototypes 
 

During my initial research phase, I have researched couple prototyping application including 

but not limited to  Sketch, Figma, InVision, and Adobe XD which I have decided to go with 

because it has a lot of powerful tools that are easy to learn and use. Adobe XD can be used to 

create both Wireframes and prototypes (Mockups) for all kind of devices, screen sizes, and 

operating systems. After spending couple hours learning the basics of Adobe XD, I found out the 

its really help keep things cohesive and pushes consistency even when things are moving 

quickly, it helps me removes the guessing around how the mobile app interface should work.  

Prior to building the mobile app prototypes I have done some sketches using pen and paper 

walking through user flow when using the app and thinking about what user expectations. I had 

all the considerations in front of me when started sketching and was testing each element to 

make sure it will be useable, leading, and guided.  

 

Universal Design Principles 
 

Designing a mobile app or any product involves the consideration of Design Principles. 

Universal Principles of Design by William Lidwell was an excellent resource when working on 

the mobile app interfaces design. Lidwell describe one design principles  Applying Design 

Principle is a key factor of a successful product or service and enhance usability. Some of the 

design principles that I am going to utilize in my project are: 

Consistency: Is a fundamental principle of design which eliminates any confusion users 

have. It maintains an overall consistent appearance throughout the app. Consistency can also be 
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implemented within the functionality of any mobile app where interactive elements work 

similarly in all part of the mobile app.  

Iconic Representation: William Lidwell  define Iconic representation by “The use of 

pictorial images to make actions, objects, and concepts in a display easier to find, recognize, 

learn, and remember. Icons use images of things that exemplify or a commonly associated with 

an action or an object. For example, an image of a mail letter used to refer to any sort of text 

communication (emails, messages). Iconic representation reduces performance load, and 

conserves display and control area. It can also make signs and controls more understandable 

across multiple cultures. 

Visual Hierarchy: Visual Hierarchy allows users to identify the most important elements on 

any mobile app interface without having them to read the content. For example, if we have 

multiple calls to action on a page, it is recommended to make sure that the most important one is 

emphasized with a large button, bolder color, or special icon.  

 

Personas 
 

The Design Thinking process have 5 phases, Empathy, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and Test. 

Personas falls in the second phase of Design Thinking (Define) where designer go through 

defining the persons point of view and emotions as it pertains to the product under development. 

For my project, the first phase was about synthesizing my research and findings, the second 

phase is where I started to think about my target audience by creating a Goal Directed Personas. 

The Goal Directed Persona focusses on what does a typical target audience want to do with the 
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help desk mobile app. The objective of a goal directed personas is to investigate the process and 

workflow in the mobile app that target audience would prefer to use in order to achieve their 

objectives when interacting with the mobile app. User goals inform or direct all design decisions, 

Alan Cooper stated that “Personas are the single most powerful design tool that we use. They are 

the foundation for all subsequent goal-directed design” (Dubberly, 2001). 

 

Usability Testing 
 

Usability Testing is last phase of Design Thinking and it can help the designer understand 

how the mobile app can be used by users to reach specified goals. Usability Testing can also 

uncover how easy the mobile app is use, how understandable it is, and the ability of the product 

to satisfy users’ needs effectively. I am planning to create high fidelity interactive prototypes 

which makes it easy for users to test the mobile app like they are using a fully functional mobile 

app. Implementing a usability test required a plan which serves as a blueprint for the actual test. 

In addition to the plan there are some other factors that need to be established prior to the test, 

factors like the objectives of the test, tasks that will be performed, test documents like content 

form or questionnaires, users who will perform the test, and finally the test method. 
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RESEARCH OUTCOMES 

 

The goal of this project was to create a helpdesk mobile app that serve as a 

communication channel between user (faculty, student) and IT Personnel. A 

helpdesk mobile app service surely increases the overall efficiency of IT services 

and the IT team; instant communication via the helpdesk mobile app can make it 

possible to chat with the user at any time. Additionally, user communication via 

the app serves to boost user engagement with the IT services and enhance school 

services overall. 

 

When I started my work on the project, my aim was to enhance IT services during 

the pandemic and reduce face to face (physical) communication and IT presence. 

One of my goals was to create a space where users can easily find IT solutions as 

well as providing a communication channels with IT services through a mobile 

app. I learned that creating helpdesk mobile app can significantly reduce IT 

response time to incidents and ensure quality teaching experience. Another 

important aspect of my research objectives was to apply human centered design 

principles, universal design principles for web or mobile apps. 
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My final product for this project is a fully interactive high-fidelity prototype for a 

helpdesk mobile app. In the following pages I will discuss the design process along 

with screenshots for the mobile app prototypes. 

 

Launch Screen (Splash Screen) 

 

 

The launch screen is the very first thing app 

users will see when they click to open the 

app, as such, I believe its importance should 

not be underestimated. As a designer, I think 

the launch screen is critical element because it 

can make user’s first impression about the app 

and its functionality. As shown in the figure 

on the right, it has simple white color logo, 

the orange background emphasizes Syracuse 

University branding colors and the app name 

underneath the logo is just the word helpdesk 

which make it easy for user to predict what 

this mobile app for. I tend to use minimal 

graphics, so the launch screen is not cluttered. 

 

Figure (2) Launch Screen 
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Login Screen 

 

 

 

 

The target audience is limited to Syracuse 

University faculty members, students and IT 

staff.  Determining target audience is crucial 

in the design phase because users might have 

different requirements, for example, IT 

support staff need to receive notifications, 

emails and tickets sends by faculty members 

or students, while faculty and students are not 

allowed to view this information.  Also, the 

target audience does not require to have sign 

up page, neither Facebook nor Gmail 

signup/login. Each user must already know 

their school account credentials (called 

NetID) and they can use it to sign into the 

app. The login interface allows users to 

change their password in case they forgot it 

and to contact the school IT services for 

further assistance. The sign in page is the 

second interface presented to the user after the 

launch screen which restricts users to sign in 

order to use the app.  

 

 

Figure (3) Login Screen 
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Main Page 

In addition to the three categories, the user can contact IT support via phone, email, and 

messages. The app also has a Live Chat support feature, available only when any IT Staff is 

available for chat support. The main page also has the app main menu and user profile page.   

 

The app home page is the landing page. The user 

must first go through the sign in page, enter their 

school credentials called (NetID) and password 

then they will be able to access the home page. I 

have built couple designs for the home page until 

I decided to go with the one on the right. First, we 

have the username on top of the page 

(Welcoming user), this is important to verify 

successful login,  

The home page includes three main categories 

that serves as self-guide for user to troubleshoot 

IT classroom issues. Those three main categories 

are: 

1. Classroom Audio/Visual 

2. Remote Connection 

3. Software issues 

Within each category there are couple 

troubleshooting issues that user can pick from, if 

user think that their issue does not belong to one 

of the three main categories, then they have the 

option to submit a ticket, which adds a layer of 

flexibility in case user is undecided or confused 

about their technical issue.  

 
Figure (4) App Main Page 
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Classroom Audio/Visual Issues 

 

 

The first category is the Audio & Visual. Users have the option to select one of three main issues 

within this category and users can select subcategory issue by clicking the down arrow. If user could 

not find what they are looking for then they could simply go back and submit a ticket or contact the 

IT services.  The same design goes to other categories. 

 

  

Figure (5) Classroom A/V Issues 
Page 

Figure (6) Classroom A/V Selected 
Issue 
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The Helpdesk App Selected Prototypes Screenshots 
 

The following prototypes provide an idea of other features for the helpdesk mobile app. 

 

  

  

Figure (7) User Profile Page Figure (8) Submit a Ticket Page 
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Figure (9) Live Chat Page Figure (10) App Settings Page 
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Figure (11) All Tickets Page Figure (12) Main Menu Page 
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Figure (13) Notifications Page Figure (14) User Messages Page 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

 

Although it is not part of this research project, it is necessary to conduct 

usability testing to evaluate the app and identify any usability problems, collect 

qualitative and quantitative date and determine the user’s satisfaction with the 

application. The usability testing should be conducted remotely due to COVID-19 

restrictions. With remote usability testing there is no limitation to a specific 

location because it can be done from everywhere.  

If the app can pass the usability testing, then it would be helpful to propose 

the app design to the Syracuse University IT Services for evaluation and determine 

if IT administration is willing to develop the app in some way. My plan is to 

provide them with the full interactive prototypes along with usability testing 

documents.  

The next step is the actual development of the mobile app. Indeed, planning 

remains an integral part of this phase, developers need to define the technical 

architecture, pick a technology stack, and define the development milestones.  
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